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designer‘s Notes
on labour, politics and Failure

K

esign takes on a funny, ambivalent role. Depending upon the particularities of
the design, of course, it may be the thing that jumps out at you most, colouring

all of the content in a particular way that may or may not be conducive to its reception—
sometimes otherwise more furtive, allowing you to not consider it at all in favour of a
concentrated reading. That is the trick of the matter, of course, because if we learned
anything from structuralist thinkers or institutional critique it is that the media, the white
cubes and the infrastructures are never really neutral, and we should be mindful of the
ways of reading as much as what we are reading in the first place. So take this little,
extravagant and rare note from a designer, like the ones that sometimes appear from
translators, as an acknowledgement of what things we could not do well enough, but also
of our powers. This is a note of caution.
In fact, I am writing to you from the most advantageous position of being able to be the one
to have the ultimate say (when under slightly unethical grounds) about what is said here
before going to print. I am the designer, but in this particular case, also an artist-contributor,
also a copy editor, also in charge of publishing and production. This multiplicity is not
something new to me, and in fact something I could call a purposeful experimentation—to
play with the boundaries of collaboration and labour in a manner that questions a very
fundamental sociopolitics of being. That sounds obtuse, perhaps, but let me attempt to
contextualise with a line of thought from the small potatoes of individual agency towards
a reconfiguring of our relations with the structures, cubes and casings which define us:
this text and this book are being made, after the slow haul of many many months of
conversation and delay, in Hong Kong over the summer of 2019, more than one year since
the initial Academy of Failure gathering. This temporal coincidence only makes it more
difficult to continue with a task which, on certain levels, can feel futile and meaningless
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amidst widespread unrest and the urgency of a pending extradition bill, police brutality
and the related deaths of several young people in the city. Having participated in several
of the protests and on-site actions taking place, I and others in solidarity have to wake
each morning thereafter and try to go to work like any other day, knowing that every single
priority in life has perhaps shifted. The lines between us, daily life and the so-called larger
infrastructures of society are stretched taut. What is to be done?
It was at this time that I returned, sullen, to a working InDesign document called “FAILURE.
indd”, staring for hours not knowing how possibly to proceed. So I started to read. And
arriving at one particular footnote (see page 13, footnote 4), I decided to watch Ackbar
ABBAS’ keynote speech for the 2015 Moscow Biennale for Contemporary Art, in which
he talks about the volatility and unreliability of the text. He talks about this in relation to
the precariousness of society in general, about the question of how to live together and
about that which is shared between politics, economics and art. He then goes on to reflect
upon Hong Kong’s 2014 Umbrella Revolution and its aftermath, and I return to the present
moment of the on-going aftermath of this month’s protests, occupation of the Legislative
Council and media frenzy. I return to this design job I have taken on, and what it could look
like to serve within a system (because there is no ‘outside’ anymore), as well as question it
and reshape it at the same time.
So to continue tracing a line, let us talk about another very popular banner called DIY,
sometimes more romantically as DIWO, or ‘Do It With Others’. What DIY and DIWO
fundamentally insinuate are not just the self and autonomy, but another relation to that
which is larger than self. So as a publication maker, I would like to ask you to consider the
DIY qualities of this print-on-demand book as an attempt to challenge our own roles within
a system (e.g. academic, economic and social, among others). It is the first publication
produced by Publication Studio Pearl River Delta, as promised to the editors over one
year ago. It is both machine-made and handmade, both collaboratively and independently
produced. The day that the application for the ISBN was submitted, a virtual ghost town
was made of the western part of the New Territories where our studio is located because
anti-protestor Triad thugs had mercilessly attacked people on the metro the night before.
I returned from Kowloon to the New Territories on the bus because we were all told they
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would attack again. Every part of making this book has been connected to very specific
sociopollitical, temporal and economic conditions which, like everything we do, can be
considered in the slightest possible way to either maintain the status quo, numb us to it,
or... maybe something else. A book, a bookmaker; words, someone with something to say;
images, an observer; stories, someone who lives through them. We can be many, but we
are many in relation.
Abbas concludes with Theodor ADORNO and a return to failure. Failure, as he says, is a
concern for ‘how to act, particularly in spaces that we do not accept or do not feel we can
live with’. And as I wake up these mornings, I have to consider the possibly predictable
failures of our movement and the desolate failures of my own inabilities to proceed. But at
the same time, via this reading and this writing, something has shifted:
Those who took part in the movement saw the city in a different way. They
became aware that the spatial configurations other than the established
ones were possible. Interesting enough, the protest sites were also the chosen
venues for weddings and even births to take place. They were also where we
saw artworks being produced. These artworks were on the whole ephemeral
products of the moment, sometimes crude and hardly masterpieces, but they
took their energy from what was happening on the streets, and this gave them
an edginess that separated them from kitsch. Just as the Occupy movement
changed our perception of the city and the streets, so its art changed our
perception of art. Not as someone else’s work that we stand back from and
admire when we have the time, but as something that we ourselves can do.
(ABBAS)
Much gratitude to the editors, Sam Yi Yao CHAO, June LEE, Anh TRAN and XIN Heng for
doing this together.
_the Graphic Designer, the Copy Editor,
the Publisher & the Production Worker
June-August 2019
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